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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to IPC’s Direct Mail Guide for marketers.
Traditional marketing channels have been shaken up, but not

purchases as a result of direct mail. When the objective is to

necessarily supplanted by digital media, and today direct

expand e-Commerce sales to new markets, a reliable address

mail is a complimentary rather than a competing medium.

list and targeted direct mail campaign is all you need to drive

Marketers who started their careers in the past ten years are

traffic to an online store and trigger cross-border sales.

familiar with online and social marketing but less so with direct
mail. Nonetheless, direct mail is still used by some of the

Ultimately, to make sure your marketing campaign is

largest digital players including Google, Microsoft and IBM.

successful, regardless of the channel mix you are using, you
need to make sure you have the following elements: precise

As today’s consumers are channel agnostic, a campaign often

targeting, a good offer and a creative which stands out.

requires a cross-media approach to ensure that it reaches its
full potential. The marketing reality is not about finding one

This guide is aimed at helping you prepare successful mailings

channel, or about choosing between online or offline, but

as part of cross-channel campaigns to increase response rates

about the right set of channels working together to maximise

and deliver on your objectives.

the return on investment (ROI).
The marketing sector continues to evolve and new innovative
In such a media-rich marketing experience, well-designed

campaigns are launched every week, which is why we decided

direct mail works as an indispensable booster to online activity.

to produce an update of this guide. With additional sections

Furthermore, direct mail delivers certain advantages that digital

on technology and campaign measurement and updated case

media simply cannot match: it is the only medium which speaks

studies selection, this update provides new insights into the

to customers’ senses of touch and smell and that addresses a

trends in direct marketing.

LEADING POSTAL
MARKETERS
COLLABORATE
AND SHARE
IDEAS ON THE
IPC POSTBOARD
COMMUNITY.
SCAN THE QR
CODE TO JOIN
THE COMMUNITY

need for tactile experiences. Through catalogues and vouchers,
direct mail is one of the most impactful channel to boost sales,

Special thanks go to all IPC members for sharing knowledge

with for instance 65% of US consumers of all ages making

and expertise essential for compiling this guide.
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1.1 MAIL ADVERTISING IN CROSS-CHANNEL CAMPAIGNS
40%

74%

65%

Campaigns with mail
3 times more efficient
than those without 22

keep mail received
in the last 4 weeks 18

54%
65%

3X

purchased as a
result of mailing 4

92%

Value attentiongrabbing effect 6

REMEMBER

74%

seen as more safe &
secure compared to digital
channels among millenials 8

ROI

LONG-TERM
RESPONSE

Mail is kept 17 days
on average 20

bought something
after receiving a
catalogue 12

60%

87%

share letterbox
advertising 13

of mail is
opened and
read 10

CHANNEL
CHOICE IN
THE MIX
MORE
SAFE

33%

43%

ordered a product
online in reaction
to admail 16

Mail is most
preferred for
customer
retention 9

ATTENTION
GRABBING

READING
TIME

engage in social
media as a
result of admail 19

17
increase in market
share growth for
admail 23

INITIAL
REACTION

MAIL
RECEPTION

MORE
TRUSTED

82%

more trusted compared
to digital channels
among millenials 8

Discover
interactive content

80%

Direct mail
is the medium
with highest ROI 21

205%

72%

Scan this page

keep catalogues
for at least a
month 17

DRIVING
SALES

better remembered
than TV 5

Download the free
Layar App

40%

prefer letters as
best company
image 1

CAMPAIGN
OBJECTIVES

purchased
as a result
of mailing 4

spend more time
reading admail
than digital ads 7

57%

LOYALTY

say best customer
loyalty achieved 3

62%

BRAND
BUILDING

ACQUISITION

more top-ranking
acquisition levels for
campaigns with mail 2

INTERACTIVE PRINT

2.9 MINUTES

is average time to
open and read mail 11

64%

visited a website
in reaction to
admail 14

47%

visited a store in
reaction to admail 15
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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

CHANNELS CHOICE IN THE MIX

Brand building

5. Mail has a more powerful effect on long-term memory encoding than other media:

1. 57% of customers find that a letter gives the best of image of a company.
(PostNord Danmark, Brevets styrke, 2014)

32% higher than email and 72% higher than TV. (Royal Mail, Private Life of Mail, 2015)
6. 92% B2B customers say the attention-grabbing effect is a main reason for sending
advertising mail. (Swiss Post’s comprehensive mail study, 2014)

Acquisition

7. 62% spend more time reading advertising mail than reading digital advertising.

2. Campaigns that included mail were 40% more likely to deliver top-ranking acquisition
levels than campaigns without mail. (Royal Mail, Private Life of Mail, 2015)

(Swiss Post’s comprehensive mail study, 2014)
8. Compared to digital channels, 82% of European millenials see print on paper as more
trusted and 74% see it as safer and more secure.

Loyalty

(TRU, Millenial Paper Usage and Attitudes, 2012)

3. 74% B2B customers say that the best customer loyalty is achieved when addressed
advertising mail is part of the media mix. (Swiss Post’s comprehensive mail study, 2014)

9. Mail is most preferred for customer retention. (Creating Connections That Matter,
Australia Post, 2014)

Driving sales
4. 65% of people purchased as a result of mailing (Direct Mail Factbook, USPS, 2013)

CUSTOMER RECEIVES THE ADVERTISING
10. Most of the recipients open their mail: 87% (Letterbox Consumer Survey, bpost, 2014),
80%. (USPS, 2012)
11. The average time taken to open and read mail is 2.9 minutes. (Better Connections:
Mail continues to deliver, Australia Post, December 2014)

<
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INITIAL REACTION TO MAIL

LONG-TERM RESPONSE TO MAIL/ MAIL CONTINUES TO INFLUENCE

Catalogues

Catalogues

12. 33% of Canadians bought something after receiving a catalogue.

17. 40% of Canadians typically keep catalogues for at least a month.

(Catalogue Omnibus, Canada Post, 2014)

(Catalogue Omnibus, Canada Post, 2014)

Admail

Admail

13. 60% of people share their letterbox advertising (unaddressed catalogues/flyers)

18. 80% of adults keep some mail that companies have sent to them in the last 4 weeks.

with another household member. (Better Connections: How letterbox advertising
engages and drives purchasing behaviour, Australia Post, October 2014)
14. 64% have visited a website in reaction to addressed advertising mail.
(Swiss Post’s comprehensive mail study, 2014)

(Royal Mail, Private Life of Mail, 2015)
19. 54% people engage in social media as a result of mail.
(MarketReach, Mail & Digital Part II, Quadrangle, 2014)
20. Mail is kept 17 days on average. (Market Reach, 2013)

15. 47% have visited a store in reaction to addressed advertising mail.
(Swiss Post’s comprehensive mail study, 2014)
16. 43% ordered a product online in reaction to addressed advertising mail.
(Swiss Post’s comprehensive mail study, 2014)

ROI
21. In the US, US$600bn of revenue was generated by US$50bn spent on direct mail,
making direct mail the medium with highest ROI. (DMA, 2012)
22. Campaigns with mail drove market share growth with 3 times the efficiency of
campaigns without mail. (Royal Mail, Private Life of Mail, 2015)
23. 205% increase in market share growth for campaigns with mail vs those without.
(Royal Mail MarketReach, Meta Analysis of IPA Databank, Peter Field, 2013)
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1.2 TYPES OF DIRECT MAIL
ADDRESSED DIRECT MAIL
This type of mail reaches specific people using a list of addresses. Lists can be built by the company (house lists), rented
or bought.
Frequent use:
Personalised offers to existing customers, cross-selling, loyalty programmes, acquisition and win-back campaigns.

UNADDRESSED DIRECT MAIL
This type of advertising mail reaches specific areas (delivery routes) with high densities of people who match the target
audience profile. Most postal operators offer advanced segmentation tools where advertisers can choose their desired target
group based on geographic or demographic segments.

ACCESS MORE
INFORMATION ON
OUR WEBSITE:
DIRECT
MARKETING >

Frequent use:
Winning new customers, elevating brand awareness, driving traffic to store or website.

The second chapter of this guide offers a detailed description of the elements marketers should take into account when
preparing a campaign in order to make the most of direct mail in combination with other channels and to maximise the ROI of
their campaigns.
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GUIDELINES
One of the reasons for the increased interest in direct mail in

Any direct mail campaign has at least three different

recent years is the ability to use digital channels and assets

audience categories depending on the time they take to

to support the physical marketing piece and vice versa.

examine a mailing:

With social media channels, content can be shared with

• 7 seconds, paying attention to pictures, company name

prospects before the direct mailing arrives (to create brand

and slogan;

awareness), email communication can be used to follow up

• 10-20 seconds, reading the headlines and offer, and

and support, and marketing automation systems can be used

• 20+ seconds, where more text is read and desired

to track and nurture leads.

action is taken.

Direct mail plays an important role throughout the different

With advanced tools at marketers’ disposal, planning the

phases of the customers’ lifecycle, such as acquisition, cross-

audience journey is key to making sure all the elements add

selling and up-selling, loyalty and retention and, ultimately,

up to an enhanced cross-channel experience. A carefully

winning back lost customers.

designed audience journey will not only outline all actions
you want your prospects/customers to take at each stage of

Data management is essential in order to enable marketers

the campaign, but will also ensure you have all the processes

to identify the different stages of the customers’ lifecycle,

up and running.

as well as specific behavioural characteristics to optimise
the customer lifetime value by adapting the customer

Moreover, depending on the type and the media composition

communications and launching direct marketing campaigns.

of the campaign, you can increase its success by getting
the sales department involved in the planning and execution
processes. In the next pages we will focus on the key steps
needed to bring successful direct mail campaigns to life.
<
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CAMPAIGN BUDGET
Each of these elements can be managed to keep the total cost of the campaign under control. The key areas you should consider
regarding budget for your direct mail campaign are:

Data management (and procurement)
Managing your data in-house is normally most cost effective. Bear in mind, however, that for a direct mail campaign you need
considerable amount of time invested to make sure the data you are using is complete and up to date.

Creative

”

2.1 CAMPAIGN PREPARATION

The target group and its
preferences should always
be taken into account in the
early stages.

Going for a modest or elaborate creative? Remember that the offer and target audience will mostly influence your campaign’s
success. Moreover, sometimes, the simplest creative solutions work best.

Production
Everybody wants their mailing to look first class, so it is difficult to cut costs on printing. However, printers often offer discounts
on large volumes or for new customers – often postal operators have price agreements with printers due to volumes. Make sure
to look around for better deals before each campaign. Finally, ask your printer for guidelines that your designers should follow
in order to keep the costs low and the printing process streamlined.

Postage
Staying on top of the latest requirements and price discounts can help to reduce postage cost; you will save money or be able
to broaden the target group.

Offer
Calculate the forecasted response and conversion rates. This will give you an indication of how generous your offer can be.

Response handling
The cost effectiveness of handling responses depends largely on pre-campaign preparation. Can your staff handle the expected
traffic or would hiring temporary employees be needed? Also, depending on the level of personalisation needed, the responses
can be done in person or be automated.
<
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of your campaign will largely influence everything about your marketing effort, from creative through media mix
to response tracking. Therefore, take extra time to discuss and clearly define what your campaign’s expected deliverables are.
Consider the following:
• Are you promoting one product or a range of products?
• Do you want to generate leads, up-sell, cross-sell, retain or win back customers?
• What will be the next planned action: future mailings, follow-up via phone, social media engagement, in-store or online store visit?
• Do you want to increase brand awareness, build loyalty with existing customers or win new customers?

DATA MANAGEMENT
The volume and complexity of data available to marketers has increased significantly over the past decade and technology
opened new opportunities for managing and making use of advanced data sets. As a result, the level of campaign sophistication
increased and a more intelligent way of producing and managing direct mail is required.
As the success of your campaign depends heavily on the quality of data you have at your disposal, you should pay extra attention
to all data-related issues. Depending on company size and expertise, you may have an advanced data management system in
house. However, if you rely mainly on purchased or rented data, it is good practice to partner with established mail operators
or mailing houses who can offer reliable and up-to-date data. Often these established companies offer services with numerous
campaign elements, from data and print to analytics and response management.
If you outsource part of your campaign process, especially with larger cross-media campaigns, using as few sub-contractors as
possible will ensure timely and successful delivery.

< 10 >
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There are some data considerations which can come in handy while managing data sets for your direct mail campaign. The
most important ones are listed below:

De-duplication
The same piece of direct mail delivered to a recipient twice is not only going to hurt your budget and the ROI, it will also

Suppressive screening
In most markets, there are a number of suppression lists available: ‘do-not-mail’, mover, deceased or mail preferences lists. If
you buy or rent a contact list, it is useful to check it against your in-house list – even if the data is incomplete or scattered, it can
provide you with some extra insights about your target group.

Formatting your data correctly
Proper formatting may seem trivial but it is essential to ensure delivery within the expected timeframe or a successful delivery
at all. Make sure all the addresses fit on the label/in the envelope window, put town and postcode in upper case and check with
the latest postal formatting requirements to help your mailings get through the pipeline as fast as possible.

Segmenting/targeting

”

demonstrate poor data management and lack of professionalism – all of which can be damaging to your brand.

Undelivered mail is a
waste of budget.
Keep your data clean.

The media mix you will decide to use for your campaign needs to correspond with the behaviour and preferences of the group
you are trying to reach, so it is essential to define and segment your target audience carefully – gather as many insights about
your target group as possible. Segment your data according to agreed criteria. This will help you determine the patterns within
a database and tailor the copy to these specific audiences. Consider the following segmentation ideas to help define target
audiences more accurately:
• B2C: address with postcode, age, gender, geography, household type, purchasing habits, credit history or rating, source of
enquiry or order, social media handles
• B2B: address with postcode, geography, size, type of industry, turnover, source of enquiry or order, Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes
A great opportunity to grow your customer base comes with the mover lists. People who move house and are interested in new
local services and products make a great target group for customer acquisition.
<
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Technical considerations
In most cases, direct mail is part of a cross-media campaign; consider how it supports the customer’s experience. If you expect
an influx of customer-provided data after the campaign, how will you manage it effectively? Can parts of your direct mail
campaign be integrated into your marketing automation system?

Data protection
A successful marketing campaign should take into account the applicable rules and regulations correctly. There are fines if you
fail to store, secure and manage your data correctly, so it is important that you get it right. Therefore, your data strategy should
include a large section on how to adhere to the rules.
If you are acquiring new data, always use a reputable data provider. If you are planning a degree of data capture in your campaign,
or your call to action requires the contact to supply information, then you will need to consider how this will be collected and
stored, how you communicate this, and how the marketing permissions should be built into the data capture processes.

”

When direct mail fails,
it’s for the same reasons that
every other type of marketing fails:
bad targeting and poor offer.
< 12 >
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OFFER
In most cases, your offer will influence around 40% of your campaign’s success so make sure you devote enough time to get it right.
The main elements of an offer include: the product or service, the price, the payment terms, incentives and guarantees. There
are many considerations within these elements, but the most important one to keep in mind when preparing an offer is to keep
it simple. A golden rule is to reduce choices to one, or two, as undecided customers often do not respond.
Just like any other element of the direct mail campaign, your offer must be consistent with your goals and objectives. Is your
primary objective to sell a product directly, generate leads, get members and subscribers, or drive traffic to your online properties?
Consider the additional tips below to maximise the effectiveness of your offer:
• Create a sense of urgency and scarcity so that recipients feel anxiety about losing out if they do not respond immediately. For
this reason, defining the campaign period is key.
• Use compound offers: offer a 5% reduction for one subscription, but offer 20% for three subscriptions.
• Merchandise your offer and express your offer to the maximum by using convincing key words. The same offer can be presented
in multiple ways. For example, “Half price”, “50% off” and “Buy one – get one free” all convey the same message, but the latter
was identified as 40% more attractive than the previous two in a study called Successful Direct Marketing Methods.
• Test your offers (e.g. A/B testing) regularly to see what works best to balance response and profitability.

< 13 >
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CONTACT TIME
The timing of your direct mail delivery and contact with your potential customers is essential. The process of deciding on a
purchase can be long, especially for expensive products, services or large investments. Depending on the level of detail of your
data, you can tailor your direct mail so that it fits the purchase phase of your target group. If for example, a person has just
moved to a new house, they are probably just evaluating different products and services available in the area – an informative
and welcoming piece of direct mail would be a good idea. However, if the person has lived in the new house for two to three
months, chances are they are ready to make a decision and purchase very soon – sending a persuasive mailing with a clear call
to action and irresistible offer makes will probably trigger a higher response.
Purchases related to a milestone or an event are very successful, too. For individuals, these events can be the foundation of a
family, the school entry of a child, the purchase or construction of a house etc.; for businesses, it can be a company anniversary,
phases of budgeting, or expiry of a contract etc.
If you lack the detailed data to segment your target group based on the purchase phase or event, make sure you take the basics
into consideration. The purchase needs prior to a holiday period, seasonal or even weather factors will provide you guidance
on when to time your campaign.
Offers that require a high degree of commitment and research, such as insurance or holidays may attract more attention during
the weekend, because people have generally more time to read them.
When determining the appropriate moment for your mailing, there are often a number of elements you need to take into account.
Your mail may be part of an integrated campaign, a loyalty programme or be intended to invite customers to join an event.
Therefore, it is best that the time of contact is synchronised with the rest of the campaign elements for the highest impact.

< 14 >
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2.2 FORMAT AND TESTING
FORMAT OF THE MAIL PIECE
The key to a successful campaign is choosing the right format for each component of a marketing campaign. Various formats lend
themselves to certain functions. These are the types of direct mail which can be used to address the different marketing needs.

Postcards
Cost-effective and simple postcards are best for brief, clear messages. They work well for reminders, thank-you messages and
special offers. Postcards are also an excellent way to contact current customers, who already know about a company’s products
and services. Some postal operators offer customisable online postcard creators which significantly reduce the time you need
to send out a postcard mailing.

Self-mailers
These are brochures that fold into themselves and stay shut with an adhesive tab. Self-mailers make excellent introductions
for prospective customers, because they can be full-colour and include thorough details about the company. These are more
expensive than postcards but carry much more information and do not require an outer envelope.

Letters
In situations where confidentiality, order forms or the element of surprise are required, the traditional letter is often the best
option. The letter can be a single-item personalised direct mail item or part of a comprehensive mailing package which includes
business cards, a small brochure or a leaflet for a professional, polished presentation. Letters require separate postage and
envelopes, they are best for current customers or highly qualified prospects.

Dimensional mailers
A dimensional mailer, such as a pop-up, tube or box, looks fresh and upscale. They are a compelling option for high-level
contacts. Dimensional mailers can be used to give an overview of a company or simply to deliver a unique valuable item
which the recipient would like to keep.

< 15 >
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Non-standard folded material including various folding systems
Accordion, basic, exotic, gate, map, parallel, poster and roll folds. By using one of these solutions, you will make sure
your direct mail stands out from the crowd and gets more attention and hands-on time. A large collection of print
folding ideas is available on the foldfactory website.

Catalogues
To showcase a wide range of products, catalogues are the clear choice. The higher cost of producing high-quality
catalogues means that it is best to send them to current customers or highly qualified prospects. Catalogues offer a
great cross-selling opportunity, since customers cannot only see products they originally purchased, but also related or
new ones. In fact, catalogues and flyers were identified as the most preferred and effective advertising media according
to a Creating Connections That Matter, a recent study by Australia Post (access the report summary here).

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC MAIL REQUIREMENTS
Whether you are using services of a mailing house or not, your direct mail will have to adhere to the mailing
requirements of the national postal operator. Making sure you know and understand these requirements as soon as
possible in your campaign-planning process can save you both headache and money. In fact, staying updated on the
changing requirements and possible promotions can significantly reduce the cost of your campaign or will allow you to
send the mailing to a larger group. You can find out more about mail requirements on your postal operator’s website.

< 16 >
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When preparing a direct mail campaign, an intelligent and informed font (also called typeface) choice is of key importance
– it can strengthen and support your message or render it untrustworthy and irrelevant. There are two main variants of fonts
you can use for your creative; serif (have little feet and embellishments on the tip and base of each letter) and sans serif (no
embellishments or letter connectors, simple and straight).
Serif fonts are generally believed to be better in longer passages of text because they increase legibility and readability in
printed material. Some designers, however, suggest that using one sans-serif font in a copy dominated by serif typefaces makes
the passage stand out more – this trick can be used to highlight secondary objective of a creative, i.e. an invitation to join
newsletter or social media page, to view company’s reviews, or simply to make the headlines stand out.
On the other hand, some designers suggest that using sans-serif typefaces in print presents a more contemporary and
professional image. While sans-serif typefaces certainly are not a modern invention, serif typefaces have a more classical feel.
To sum it up, the choice of typeface (or typeface mix) for your creative is a complicated process and should be made based on
all data available: research of the target group, objectives, product/services being advertised etc. Above all, make sure that the
overall design fonts on the direct mail piece correspond with other channel creative executions within the campaign.

TESTING
Continuous testing of direct mail is just as important as with any other marketing channel. The more elements of a campaign you
test, the more you will learn about customers’ preferences and the higher your response rate will be in the long run. Multivariate
testing allows marketers to continually improve their offers by identifying what drives the best response among key customer
segments. You should consider testing for any activity that you plan – even for low-volume mailings, simple A/B testing can
provide you with valuable insights about what offer works best. A rule of thumb is to always test when you are in doubt.

A
”

CHOICE OF FONT

Great design
may save bad
copy, but bad
design will destroy
the most brilliant copy.
this is a sans-serif typeface

this is a serif typeface
<
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2.3 POST-CAMPAIGN MEASUREMENT
Measuring the effectiveness of direct mail is a frequent topic of conversations with clients, prospects and those generally
interested in better understanding how direct mail benefits their marketing campaigns and impacts their business.

businesses focus on both last-touch metrics and modelled metrics that show how a tactic like direct mail contributes to overall
sales. A selection of most often used metrics is presented below.

Response rate
Many case studies for direct mail include this metric and it is an important first gauge of success since it reflects how favourably
recipients viewed the initial marketing message by taking some kind of action, such as making a phone call, scanning a QR
code, or logging into a personalised URL. However, if marketers have only this metric at their disposal, they might not be able
to identify possible issues should the conversion rate for a campaign be lower than average.

Conversion rate

”

Historically, the primary measure of direct mail impact was last touch, such as a phone call or landing page hit. Today, many

You can’t
improve what
you can’t measure.

This is the percentage of people who not only respond to the initial call to action but who follow through. Depending on the
objectives of the campaign, this might be filling out a survey, making a purchase, or downloading a white paper from the website.
Conversion rate is a more critical metric than response rate because you can have a 52% response rate to a campaign, but if
only 6% of those responses convert, that’s only 3.1% of the original list. On the other hand, if you get a 12% response rate to
personalised campaigns but the relevance results in a 60% conversion rate, that’s 7.2% of the original list.

Cost per lead
Marketers often think about print marketing in terms of cost per piece, but a more impactful measure — especially for variable digital
print — is cost per lead, or how much it costs to get each person to respond. For example, if you print 50,000 undifferentiated
postcards and get a 1% response rate (or 500 leads), at US$0.36 per mailer, each lead costs you US$36. If, on the other hand,
you print 12,000 variable postcards and get a 13% response rate, at US$1.26 per personalised postcard, each lead costs you
$9.69. If you are measuring by cost per piece, 1:1 costs more. If you are measuring by cost per lead, it costs 73% less.
< 18 >
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Lifetime customer value (LCV)
Loyal customers who purchase from a company over and over again have an important LCV, so the loyalty of the customer
gained plays heavily into the cost-benefit equation. For example, it may cost US$500 for the initial ten weeks of a gym
membership, but once people have a membership, they tend to stay members for an average of 18 months, even if they aren’t
actively using the membership. This gives fitness clubs a sense for the lifetime value of every person who joins. It’s not the initial
US$500. It’s more likely to be US$1800 or more.

Return on investment
The return on investment (ROI) is a performance measure used to evaluate the efficiency of an investment or to compare
the efficiency of a number of different investments. It is the most important metric that distinguishes direct marketing from
traditional advertising channel metrics such as CPM (cost per thousand [views, clicks]). To calculate the ROI, the benefit of an
investment is divided by the cost of the investment; the result is expressed as a percentage or a ratio. Measuring the ROI of a
direct mail campaign is only possible if you track recipients’ responses along the sales pipeline. Today, the process of tracking
campaign ROI is simplified as you can capture and manage the responses and sales online and then compare the ROI of your
different channels used in a cross-media campaign or to other campaigns.

HOW TO ANALYSE DIRECT MAIL’S ATTRIBUTION IN A CROSS-CHANNEL CAMPAIGN?
Analysing the performance of direct mail campaigns has many advantages from increasing the ROI to understanding how to
best allocate various channels in a campaign. However, it takes significant additional resources to handle this type of analytical
tasks correctly. This is why many advertisers overlook this important aspect of post-campaign analysis and have to deal with
the overall results of promotion.
One of the techniques marketers can employ to analyse the performance of their campaigns in more depth is called match-back
analysis. A match-back analysis process starts after the campaign was sent and the campaign duration has finished, allowing
for all the orders or response instances referring to the campaign to be accounted for.
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Two lists are prepared regarding a specific campaign: the original campaign document and the customer order file. The first
document includes all information that was used within the specific mail campaign such as source codes, offer codes, geography
etc. The latter encompasses customer order data such as name, address, date of purchase, offer code used and loyalty card
number. The list may include either all order data regardless of channel, or only the unaccounted order data (order data that
cannot be accounted for through one specific channel).
The data can also be enhanced by adding additional business information such as employee count, sales volume or years
in business. Such data, provided by a third-party vendor, can help the marketer understand the campaign results better, for
example by including subset groups that respond and perform above average. Once these two files have been collected, they
are matched using a specific match logic or system.
In match-back analysis, the balancing of under-matching and over-matching elements are crucial. The length of the match-back
analysis is up to the marketer, but it should be meaningful and balance the risks of over- and under-matching. Over-matching is
when too many records are indicated as matches given a particular match-back. If, for example, you used the first two digits of
a street number and ZIP code, a match-back could potentially match several records in your mail file. Under-matching occurs
when too few variables are taken into account and one record would not match the other, even though both match-backs
referenced the exact same person.
The benefits of running frequent match-back analyses go beyond pure ROI increase. Having detailed response information
allows marketers to refine future campaigns, making them more profitable, eliminating subsets that are underperforming
from the list and drive savings on future total marketing expenditure. Overall, a mail campaign match-back analysis can show
marketers how important direct mail marketing is to their business.
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2.4 FINAL DIRECT MAIL CHECKLIST
This chapter discussed different guidelines on preparing a successful direct mail
campaign. Once you have set up a direct mail campaign, make sure you have considered
all the points below before launching a direct mail campaign:
1.

Are you happy with the planning of key stages of your campaign? Does your
mailing correspond with the objectives you have set?

2.

If you are using other channels in the campaign, do they all align in terms of
design, messaging and offer?

3.

Does your data selection cover your key target groups?

4.

Have you tested different variants (offer, copy, format) in a campaign to this
target group lately? If not, consider doing it at this point.

5.

Are all the country-specific requirements met?

6.

Are all the production processes in place?

7.

Are your colleagues briefed and customer service team aware of all components

DOWNLOAD A STEPBY-STEP DIRECT
MAIL PLANNER
FROM DIRECT
MARKETING >

of the campaign?
8.

Do you have ways to capture and measure response?

9.

Are you posting the mailing economically?

10.

Are you measuring the ROI?
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DIRECT MAIL TIPS
AND BEST PRACTICE
3.1 CROSS-CHANNEL TIPS
A cross-channel marketing approach means a campaign is used across different channels, and there is a clear link and
communication between all the separate channels, especially between online and offline channels. Taking a cross-channel
approach will ensure a high return on investment is gained for most marketing efforts.
With great channel mix, comes great responsibility. There are plenty of ways to engage with your target group to incentivise
them to become leads and clients of your business. To make sure the combination of different channels improves your campaign
results, consider the following elements that go together with the combination of direct mail and other channels.

General tips for all channels
• Make sure you have one clear call to action across all channels.

Visit the Direct Mail Stories page to learn more about how mail, email and other channels

• Make sure the design and messaging are consistent across all channels.

work best together and to see other recent research findings.

• Check if your brand (logo, images, taglines) is consistent across all channels.
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DIRECT MAIL + CORPORATE WEBSITE

DIRECT MAIL + RADIO

DIRECT MAIL + TV

DIRECT MAIL + TELEMARKETING

A mailing can make an impact on the

Check the listener profile for the

Check the viewer profile for the TV

The messaging of the direct mail piece

recipients and spur their interest, while

stations and choose the one similar to

channels and choose the one similar to

and the script in the phone room need

your website will tell the story and sell.

your direct mail list’s profile.

your direct mail list’s profile.

to be absolutely consistent.

Is there a specific landing page to which

Run both campaigns simultaneously:

Run both campaigns simultaneously:

Include a unique code on the direct

you are leading your respondents? Make

use radio channel to create awareness

use TV to create awareness of the

mail piece; the telemarketing staff can

sure it is clearly tied to each direct mail

of the direct mail piece due to arrive in

direct mail piece due to arrive in

use it for response tracking.

piece. If the landing page is not mobile

recipients’ mailbox.

recipients’ mailbox or vice versa.

friendly, try to at least make it as userfriendly as possible.

Include a specific unique landing page,
Both campaigns need to have the same

Both campaigns need to have the same

which should be easily accessible

theme. Use a common tagline to create

theme. Use a common tagline to create

from the direct mail piece to provide

recognition across both campaigns.

recognition in both campaigns. The

additional research information and to

TV ad should be broader in approach

cater to those who do not respond by

Use radio to create emotional

and the direct mail campaign should

phone.

connections with the audience,

highlight the specific offer (tailored

highlighting the offer presented in the

to the specific target if such data is

direct mail piece.

available).
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DIRECT MAIL + NEWSPAPER

DIRECT MAIL + MOBILE

DIRECT MAIL + SOCIAL

DIRECT MAIL + EMAIL

Use the newspaper’s subscriber

Use a QR code or short personalised

Provide an incentive: send a voucher or

Use email as a follow-up to direct

database (and segmentation) as the

URL (pURL) for the recipients to

a code which recipients can only redeem

mail when the goal is acquiring new

base list, or to enrich your own list

access more information via a mobile

via your social channel. Include a QR

customers; direct mail creates a level

depending on who your target is.

device. It can be a coupon, a video, an

code or pURL for seamless access.

of familiarity with the recipient so your

interactive landing page or a survey,

email will have more chance of being

Send the direct mail piece after the

but make sure your content is optimised

Use social media as an extension of

read and responded to. Make sure the

newspaper is published. Newspapers

for mobile use (if your website is not

your message, guide the recipients

content and subject line of the email are

create awareness and the direct mail

responsive, consider launching a mini-

to new product videos on YouTube,

clearly linked to the direct mail piece.

can delve into more details about the

website specifically for this campaign).

or relevant social media pages on
LinkedIn, Facebook etc.

offer.
Give the recipients an option to text you

Use email to introduce the direct mail
piece when targeting existing customers.

or contact via social media – this gives

Use direct mail to communicate your

This will create additional awareness

you access to additional data about

company’s social media milestones.

of the imminent offer delivered to their

them and allows you to enrich your
customer database.

mailbox.
If you have established a presence
on social media, use this channel to

Provide a clearly positioned URL for a

announce the direct mail (catalogues,

landing page on the direct mail piece so

vouchers etc.) due to be sent out; this

that you can collect email addresses (if

will increase the awareness of your

you do not already have it) and other data.

campaign.

Frequent offers in return for the customer
data shared include whitepapers, ‘light’
version of reports or free trials of services
or samples of products.
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3.2 DIRECT MAIL AND TECHNOLOGY
Over the last couple of years there have been multiple examples of excellent solutions for combining physical mail with
technology, from start-ups to large established corporations. Some of the key technologies used successfully in direct mail
campaigns are outlined below.

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
This refers to a piece of printed communication with technology that enables the readers to interact with and produce an
augmented reality in front of them. This can be activated by designating any graphic image, such as a book cover, as the trigger.
Clients can also select buttons that will take consumers to a website, allow them to call a telephone number, or let them shop
right off the printed page.
Poste Italiane saw some of its clients within automotive and luxury sectors use mailing with AR in recent years. These clients
would start sending AR-enabled direct mail only to a specific part of their database (30,000-50,000) to then analyse the
results against the control group.
The main objective for using AR in direct mail campaigns is to generate more engagement.
Examples
1.

A showcase of direct mail campaigns using AR technology

LEARN MORE >

2.

A case study showing how a direct mail campaign using AR drove results for the game industry



LEARN MORE >

3. A direct mail leaflet sent as part of a campaign for UK non-profit, Sport Relief. The leaflet included AR
technology, which, when activated, lead to a video and a local sign-up page.


LEARN MORE >
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”
QR CODES
QR codes are becoming an important part of direct mail marketing and they require little interaction with smart devices.
These codes can redirect recipients to landing pages, play music, tell visual stories and track response rates. The technology
behind QR codes has evolved and some companies such as Visualead now offer a more pleasing link to online content with a

Skilful use of QR codes can
create mail that delivers
high impact in both the
physical and digital worlds.

combination of dots and company brand images.
Examples
1.

QR code as part of an electricity bill in France. Scanning the QR code, leads the viewer directly to their
personal payment page.



Source: Le Courrier cliquable – La Poste

2. A fashion retailer organised a series of evening events with special promotions for the attendants. Scanning
the QR code on the invitation postcard lead the viewer to an email sign-up form.


Source: Le Courrier cliquable – La Poste

3. For their baby’s first birthday, a baby food manufacturer sent the parents a four-page brochure describing its
products. Scanning the QR code lead the viewers to an online form to order free samples.


Source: Le Courrier cliquable – La Poste
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CUSTOMISED URLS
When enhancing response rates for campaigns, introducing a customised URL is a good place to start.
By creating personalised URLs (PURLS), it becomes possible to quantify and qualify the leads because a
marketer is able to properly track who is responding and how they interact with the direct mail campaigns.
Examples
1. A UK optician practice sent an A5 postcard offering a voucher for eye care services as part of a reactivation
campaign. The postcard had imagery and copy that was relevant to one of the four target groups and it
also had a PURL inviting the recipient to a personalised landing page. Once recipients followed the
personalised URL, they were presented with a video about the company’s eye care services and a prefilled address form.
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BEACONS
Beacons, technology often described as GPS for indoor spaces, has gained momentum over the past years,
partly thanks to Apple’s implementation of it in its operating systems since 2013. With Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) wireless transmitters, beacons can track a mobile device’s location and notify apps when a device
approaches or leaves a location. By knowing whether customers – particularly those who already have the
company’s app installed on their devices – are close to a store or product display, companies can deliver
hyper-contextual content to users based on location instantly.
Beacons can be used in combination with direct mail in following ways:
•

An initial direct mail piece is sent and invites the prospect to visit a physical store location. Further
remarketing with hyper-personalisation is done in-store with help of beacons

•

The effect of catalogues/admail driving people in-store can be identified and further enhanced by
beacon technology (via push notifications, prospects can be prompted to take part in a short survey
identifying which medium drove them to store and to specify or adjust their preferences to get a
customised catalogue). This way retailers can get information otherwise difficult and expensive to
obtain (physical research, check-out questionnaire)

•

Monitoring of specific users’ in-store behaviour through beacon technology enriching loyalty data.
This vast amount of data then gives companies the ability to launch hyper-personalised direct mail
campaigns to retain customers, cross- or up-sell.
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3.3 CASE STUDIES
This section of this guide looks at direct mail case studies to highlight the effectiveness of certain approaches to direct mail
campaigns.

TECHNOLOGY COMBINED WITH DIRECT MAIL BRINGS RESULTS IN THE GAMING INDUSTRY
#BOLD IDEA #DIMENSIONAL #SENSORY

Unity is one of the world’s most popular gaming development platforms, possessing 45% of the full-feature game engine market with
1m monthly active game developers utilising Unity tools. Unity’s partners include NASA, Microsoft and Sony. Already dominating
nearly half of the game engine market, Unity was looking to expand its customer base and product offering beyond the gaming
world. Having launched its real-time visualisation software for architectural market, Unity wanted to take it to new markets outside
of gaming, deliver value for customers in new markets, as well as drive leads and revenue.
LEARN MORE >

HOW AUTOMATION LIFTED TRAINING SIGN-UPS IN A NATION-WIDE CAMPAIGN
#AUTOMATION #PERSONALISED #TECHNOLOGY #BRONZE ECHO

AARP Driver Safety (ADS) is a division of AARP that offers courses in driver safety to member and non-member drivers age
50 and older. In targeting an audience of members aged over 50, direct mail was the primary marketing channel. The channel,
however, was experiencing a decline in response rates. Challenges in promoting the courses included the fact that they were offered
across the entire US and relied on volunteers for functionality and an outdated and impersonal mailer creative. The objective of this
campaign was to increase the average class size from 13 to 18 participants per course and lift direct mail campaign’s response rate
from 0.98% to 2%.
LEARN MORE >
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OMNI-CHANNEL FUNDRAISING APPEAL FROM FOOD FOR POOR
#OMNI-CHANNEL #NON-PROFIT #CREATIVE #SILVER ECHO

Food for the Poor’s “Where Does Jesus Live” campaign was an omni-channel fundraising appeal. It utilised a quadruple match
(four times the actual donation amount donated additionally) offered by in-country partners and friends of Food for the Poor
toward building houses in Nicaragua, Honduras and Jamaica. The objective of this campaign was to inspire donors to give and
integrate all elements into an omni-channel marketing campaign designed to convey one cohesive message. The target group
was segmented into four groups based on their past giving history. The campaign focused on the extreme need for housing
in countries such as Nicaragua, Honduras and Jamaica where the match was offered, and highlighted two stories. The main
campaign was sent to four groups of select donors with specific giving histories.
LEARN MORE >

A MULTI-CHANNEL HEALTHCARE CAMPAIGN EXCEEDS OBJECTIVE
#BOLD IDEA #HEALTHCARE #MULTI-CHANNEL #SILVER ECHO

NUEDEXTA, medicine by a US pharmaceutical manufacturer Avanir, is the only FDA-approved treatment for PseudoBulbar Affect
(PBA) – a neurologic condition that involves uncontrollable outbursts of crying or laughing. As the awareness for this specific
condition is low even with people who suffer from it, Avanir looked for a multi-faceted campaign to reach adult patients and
their caregivers. The goal was to drive high-value patients/caregivers to opt-in to communications and website content, and to
speak with their doctor about PBA and treatment options. Specific quantitative targets were established for lead generation and
composition, CPQL (Cost per qualified lead), and conversion rates to ensure the over 300% net sales ROI objective is met.
LEARN MORE >

PAPER INVITATION TO A TECH SEMINAR
#BOLD IDEA

In 2014, BBDO and Microsoft joined forces to make marketers aware of the fact they needed to catch up with the digital
revolution and with new technologies which their customers had already fully embraced. They wanted marketers to come to BBDO
Connect, a series of three innovative seminars designed to educate and inspire them with the possibilities of the new technologies.
The idea for this campaign started with the insight that if marketers were not using new technologies it was because their
outdated marketing handbooks did not discuss them. Over 2,000 pages of old marketing textbooks were ripped out and each
was overprinted with an invitation to innovation.
LEARN MORE >
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GOOGLE RECRUITS SME CLIENTS WITH A DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGN
#QR/pURL #BOLD IDEA

Google is very active in B2B marketing – it promotes the use of Google AdWords for sales leads generation not only to big
clients but also to SMEs and independent professionals. The SMEs and independent professionals are inundated with tools
to generate sales leads through all the different channels. In addition to the initiatives launched by the Golden Pages and
local newspapers, some brokers also campaign aggressively addressing this segment, based on mailing lists and emails.
The challenge is often to demonstrate the effectiveness and the uniqueness of such tools. Moreover, this campaign was
intended for the Japanese market where a foreign company such as Google provokes further mistrust and reservation.
LEARN MORE >

SHAVE FOR A CURE OMNI-CHANNEL CAMPAIGN
#OMNI-CHANNEL #NON-PROFIT #BRONZE ECHO

Leukaemia & Blood Cancer New Zealand (LBC) is the leading NZ organisation dedicated to supporting patients and their families
living with blood cancers and related blood conditions. They also fund research, provide information and raise awareness. Main
objective of this campaign was to raise more money than ever before – the target was $1.2m (a 21% increase on the previous
campaign period). Each Shavee had very different, very personal reasons for shaving and the campaign was designed to highlight
more of these by using actual Shavee stories. This increased the emotional link and relevance to a wider pool of potential Shavees
than ever before and also enabled LBC to more strongly target specific audiences across various channels.
LEARN MORE >

FUJI – THE BATTLE FOR BIGGER BORDERS
#BOLD IDEA #DIMENSIONAL

Fuji New Zealand went to war to establish itself in the wide-format digital printing business with its Acuity Select press. To reach
the largely male target audience of draftsmen, architects, and print shop owners, it launched Wide War 1 (The Battle for Bigger
Borders). Fuji dispatched launch invitations in authentic Howitzer artillery shells along with large-format recruitment posters
personalized to each business. Recipients RSVP’d at a military-themed website that let them personalize an FX Warbird airplane.
Their designs were downloaded by Fuji Xerox and printed on balsa wood scale models they could assemble at the event. The
program’s goal was to attain 25 leads and a single sale of one of the $450,000 printers. The direct mail piece ended up receiving
a 77% response. One machine was purchased the night of the event and two more were sold in subsequent weeks.
LEARN MORE >
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DODGE LAUNCHES ITS TWO 2015 MODELS WITH DIRECT MAIL
#BOLD IDEA #CREATIVE #IMPACT # ECHO CERTIFICATE

Dodge redefined its Charger and Challenger models in 2015 and needed an integrated campaign to launch them to market. The objective
of this campaign was to reach highly targeted in-market owners and prospects, introducing them to the new 2015 Dodge Charger and
Dodge Challenger to increase vehicle sales and achieve incremental lift. The direct mail piece provided the audience with two dedicated
accordion fold brochures, each one focused on both the Dodge Charger and Dodge Challenger. This piece included key vehicle information
on one side to compel the audience to utilise their Bonus Cash Allowance Offer. The other side of the brochure provided bold imagery
and creativity to be utilised as a poster. The piece also included peel-off stickers for both the Charger and Challenger.
LEARN MORE >

CIBC AEROGOLD VISA INFINITE PRIVILEGE CARD LAUNCH
#CREATIVE #BRONZE ECHO #MULTI-CHANNEL

The CIBC Aerogold Visa Infinite Privilege card is a super-premium travel card for high net worth clients looking for the best
travel rewards programme. It offers cardholders superior earning potential, comprehensive travel-related benefits, best-in class
insurance coverage, airport lounge access and companion airfare, plus high-touch client service/concierge services. The goal
of the campaign was to entice the hard-to-reach audience to not just accept a new card offer, but actually activate and use the
card as well. More specifically, the campaign communication objectives were to get clients to respond to the offer, and achieve
an offer acceptance rate that exceeds the industry benchmark for other premium cards and ensure clients activate their new
card, and achieve a card activation rate on par with results reported on other premium cards.
LEARN MORE >

CAREFULLY DESIGNED B2B CAMPAIGN DELIVERS 3,000% ROI
#SEGMENTATION #CREATIVE #VIDEO # SILVER ECHO & USPS GOLD MAILBOX

Toppan Forms is a company that designs and sends out over 10% of total mail (mostly transactional) distributed in Japan.
To improve comprehension and reduce errors related to transactional communications, LABOLIS has been accumulating its
unique know-how to scientifically analyse consumers’ feelings and behaviours. In recent years, the use of promotional DM is
becoming more popular in Japan. The campaign’s objective was to position Toppan Forms as the leading company that provides
promotional DM using LABOLIS’s scientific approach and to establish a relationship with companies to increase the order for
consumer research. The consumer research orders were stagnant at 98% compared to previous year.
LEARN MORE >
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CROSS-CHANNEL CAMPAIGN PUT TO TEST IN RETAIL
#CROSS-CHANNEL #A/B TEST #PURL #SCRATCH CARD

Boden, a mail order clothing retailer based in the UK wanted to gain visibility on response and conversion rates using personalised
cross-media marketing compared with static direct mail. The campaign began with a direct mail piece consisting of a digitally
printed postcard with a personalised URL sent to 23,000 recipients. Recipients were enticed to visit their personal microsite
by the chance of winning a prize in an online game. A further 23,000 in the control group received a piece of static direct mail
without a PURL. The microsite collected data and handled the different responses required for the winners and losers. In order
to play the game the website visitor had to enter their email address and were also asked to optionally provide their date of birth.
LEARN MORE >

A MULTI-TOUCH ACQUISITION CAMPAIGN
#BOLD IDEA #BRONZE ECHO #HIGHLY TARGETED

Unum is a leading group disability insurance provider in the US, offering an extensive portfolio of voluntary insurance plans
which employees can opt into at work at their own expense including Disability, Life, Accident, Group Hospital Indemnity and
Critical Illness. Historically, after Unum sold its plans to HR departments, HR then offered the optional insurance to employees
during benefits enrolment. HR would send an email notifying employees that a Unum representative would be on site and
asking them to schedule a meeting to learn more and purchase. However, a low percentage of employees were actually booking
a meeting, and even fewer were purchasing. The campaign objective was to create a pilot “consumerism” campaign to get
employees engaged with the brand and to sign up for Unum’s insurance products.
LEARN MORE >
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